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Exa t ground state properties are presented by ombining the exa t
diagonalization in the Fo k spa e (in luding the long-range Coulomb intera tion) with an ab initio optimization of the single-parti le (Wannier) fun tions. The quasiparti le mass is almost divergent at the lo alization threshold, where the parti le distribution of the Fermi-Dira type gets smeared
out. The analysis is performed using 1s-like Gaussian-type orbitals.
PACS numbers: 71.10.Fd, 71.10.Hf, 71.30.+h
1. Introdu tion

In spite of the development of the physi s of one dimensional systems
su h as nanotubes, quantum rings and wires, and organi metals, the understanding of these orrelated fermioni systems is still la king. This is
be ause in their des ription the role of the long-range Coulomb intera tion
is ru ial, as the harge s reening be omes less ee tive. The exa t solutions of the parametrized models with in lusion of intersite intera tions [1℄
prove the existen e of the metalinsulator transition for the half-lled-band
ase, in ontradistin tion to the orresponding Hubbard-model solution [2℄,
for whi h the system is insulating even for an arbitrarily small Coulomb
repulsion. A separate question on erns the appearan e of the Tomonaga
Luttinger liquid behavior [3℄ in the metalli state, for whi h some eviden e
has been gathered [4℄. In brief, the delo alization of the states in d
provides a ru ial ase for the analysis of the lo alization as a quantum
phase transition in a rigorous manner. Here we address the question of the
metalli ity appearan e in a orrelated nanos opi atomi hain or ring.
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2. Model Hamiltonian and the optimized ground state energy

We fo us here on the so- alled Extended Hubbard Model with Hamiltonian
of the form

H = ea
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a N 1 i<j =Rij Kij (Ry) is the ee tive
where Æni  ni
, ea
atomi level dened in luding the mean-eld part of the Coulomb intera tion, t is the nearest-neighbor hopping integral, and U , Kij are the intraand inter-site Coulomb repulsion amplitudes, respe tively.
The Hamiltonian (1) is diagonalized in the Fo k spa e with the help of
Lan zos te hnique. As the mi ros opi parameters ea , t, U , and Kij are alulated numeri ally in the Gaussian STO-3G basis, the inverse orbital size
of the 1s-like state is subsequently optimized to obtain the ground state
energy EG . This pro edure follows the idea of re ently developed method
ombining rst- and se ond-quantization s hemes [5, 6℄. We have already
shown [6℄ that su h a ombined exa t diagonalization  ab initio study of
the one dimensional system leads to the pre ise values of the lo alization
threshold, the ele tron-latti e ouplings, and the dimerization magnitude.
However, the onvergen e of the results obtained with the Slater-type orbitals is not su ient to perform the nite-size s aling with the latti e size
N ! 1. This is be ause, when al ulating the mi ros opi parameters in
the single-parti le (Wannier) basis, one ignores the three- and the four-site
intera tion terms, that represents an un ontrolled approximation.
In ontrast, for the Gaussian-type orbitals, we an treat the three- and
four-site terms exa tly. Their ee ts on the onvergen e of the results for
the ground-state energy EG and the optimal inverse orbital size min are
shown in Fig. 1 for N
 atoms. These results were used to extrapolate the value of the variational parameter min to larger N to speed up
the omputations. Fig. 1 illustrates also the Hubbard lo alization riterion.
Namely, for the interatomi distan e a  a0 (a0 is the Bohr radius) the
energy of the metalli state rosses over to that representing the Mott insulating state. The riti al value of a is very lose to obtained for the 1s
Slater-type orbitals [6℄.
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3. The quantum

riti al behavior

The the ele tron momentum distribution nk  hayk ak i is shown in
Fig. 2 for N
 atoms. The ontinuous lines represent the formula
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Fig. 1. The ground state energy per atom for the linear hain of N = 6  10 with
periodi boundary onditions. The Gaussian-type orbitals (STO-3G basis) have
been used. The energies of the purely metalli (M) and insulating (INS) states are
shown for omparison [7℄. The inset provides the optimal inverse orbital size min .
with tted parameters , , and . We obtain the riti al distan e in the
range a rit
:  : a0 ( f. Table I), at whi h the interpolated Fermiridge dis ontinuity nF
disappears, signaling the ele tron lo alization.
No Luttinger-liquid ee ts were observed in the system with one-ele tron per
atom. A lear metalli behavior is eviden ed by the presen e of the Fermi
ridge, sin e the energy-level spread produ es remarkably smaller variations
of nk than nF for a < a rit .
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TABLE I
The tted parameters of the riti al exponent formula for the quasiparti le mass
1 = Aja
a ritj .

m? =mB  (nF )
N

8
10

A

3:5  2:6
6:5  2:3

a rit

4.18(1)
3.900(3)

1:39(14)
1:32(7)

N

12
14

A

7:0  1:1
7:4  0:4

a rit

4.030(5)
3.56(2)

1:29(10)
1:58(7)

With the help of the interpolation formula (2) we an determine the
quasiparti le mass enhan ement m? =mB by equating it with
nF 1 . The
?
resulting parameters of tted riti al formula m =mB
Aja a rit j are
gathered in Table I. The values of riti al exponent are in agreement with
those obtained for Slater-type orbitals [6℄. It would be very important to
test experimentally this result, as it represents the riti al behavior of the
Fermi dis ontinuity nF  ja a rit j at the lo alization border rea hed
from the metalli side.
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Fig. 2. Momentum distribution nk for ele trons on a linear ring of N = 6  14
atoms; the interatomi distan e a is spe ied in units of Bohr radius a0 . The
ontinuous line represents the paraboli interpolation (2).
In summary, we have determined the mi ros opi riterion for the rosstransition from the nanos opi metal to the lo alized spin system in
one dimension. The new method of optimizing the single-parti le wave fun tions in the orrelated state proves thus exe utable in an exa t treatment of
nanos opi systems for both Slater- and Gaussian-type basis sets. A quantum riti al behavior at the metalinsulator boundary is suggested.
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